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Compensation Planning… from the leaders in people analytics



Jam Session Guidelines 

● Remember this is just one dude's perspective
● Interactive is best, PLEASE ask questions 
● If you are too shy to ask questions in session hit me up at 

sean.luitjens@visier.com



Business impact

isPeople impact



Humans are statistically highly 
predictable and individually, 

amazingly “unique”



What is your goal for compensation planning?

Goals

1. Implement our compensation strategy down through the 
organization

2. Maximize our current talent pool with a compensation driven 
performance culture

3. Create a market competitive compensation strategy to attract 
and retain top talent



1. Implement our compensation strategy down through the 
organization

2. Maximize our current talent pool with a compensation driven 
performance culture

3. Create a market competitive compensation strategy to attract 
and retain top talent

4. I’m simply fired up to have this crap done 

Goals

What is your goal for compensation planning?



Best Practices
Time to roll on with some
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Failure to identify and quickly address wage compression 
issues in teams can lead to more and faster resignations.

In some cases, managers earn up to 32% 
less than their highest paid direct report.

Best Practices
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The optimal range for salaries lies between the 
midpoint and 120 percent of compensation ratio.

6% of employees have pay adjusted above 120% 

compa-ratio, without the desired impact while 

wasting money

Best Practices



Have a pay philosophy linked to the 
business & method to deliver

● Think big - Have the Vision and 
shorter term path 

● How do we get the PWM to where 
we think it needs to be

● Even the holy grail of ROI?

Best Practices

BEST PRACTICE #1



More than 1/3rd of managers are relatively new to making pay decisions
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⅓ managers are making pay decisions for only 

their first, second or third time

Best Practices



Compensation and HR teams go to great lengths to create 
impactful and business driving total rewards programs

Best Practices



Which is then translated, in theory, to managers as what?

Best Practices



Place User Experience as the cornerstone
Best Practices

BEST PRACTICE #2



How do we focus on Manager Experience 

Establish more data 
& reference points 

to iterate on
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Provide managers with 
more targeted 

recommendations & 
support

Assess impact and 
always be improving

Making simple is complicated

Best Practices



How many times a year do you run your comp 
planning process?

1. Once for base and bonus

2. Twice with Base and Bonus at same time

3. Base and bones handled at different times but once each 

4. Multiple focals for both base and bonus

Best Practices
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The number of companies moving from one to 
two—or more—pay changes is increasing.

On average, 29% of employees experience a pay 
change event in or around March each year, and 
20% in or around July each year

Best Practices



How many time a year do you run your comp planning 
process?

1. Once for base and bonus

2. Twice with Base and Bonus at same time

3. Base and bones handled at different times but once each 

4. Multiple focals for both base and bonus

Anyone else wonder why we only do cycles once a year? 

Best Practices



Greater 
accountability with 
pay transparency

Business pressured to 
do more with less
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What’s changing around us?

Total Rewards teams are dealing with increased complexity, 

testing the limits of their current solutions

Increasingly dynamic 
labor market

Best Practices
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The Comp Tech space is extremely complicated 

Count them up…..but you have 

the opportunity to build an 

amazing set of systems 

Best Practices



Do you leverage the data from one comp planning 
cycle to the next?

1. See prior poll - we are just stoked to be done and 
move to the next task

2. We take just the pay equity information and run

3. We take all the data we can from the cycle for next 
year

4. We not only take the process data but incorporate 
mid year data to evaluate our pay philosophy effect

Best Practices



Not only a tech strategy but a data 
strategy

BEST PRACTICE #3

Best Practices

● Before we jam on tech what are we 
accomplishing with it? 

● What data and data requirements are 
needed to create successful systems 

● Point solutions shouldn’t be frowned upon 
in today’s world 

image source: Chat GPT4



Job Evaluation & Grading

Creating the foundation on which to 

create evaluation and implementation

Market Analysis and 
Pay Philosophy

Survey mgmt, internal comp 

strategy to create initial decisions 

and guardrails .

Compensation 
Planning

Putting it all into Action
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Example - Pay Equity & Transparency

Best Practices Example



Best Practices
Summary of 

Define your destination and the road there - have the 
blueprint before construction starts

Place Manager experience at the center of delivering pay 
philosophy

Create a data strategy, along with a cyclical and ever 
improving technical strategy

1
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QUESTIONS



Please take a few minutes to 

provide feedback for this 

session on your event app.

Thank you for attending
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